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How Landlords
Blow Up Your
TI Allowance

C

an a Landlord cause you to overspend a Tenant Improvement
(TI) Allowance, leaving you holding a surprise tab costing thousands?
Absolutely, so it pays to scrutinize
your TI costs sharply, even in a “turnkey” situation. Plus, TI costs directly
affect your rental rates.
If you work with a
Landlord’s Architect
and General Contractor
(GC), your TI costs will
get inflated unnecessarily. So will your rental
William Gary
rates. Obtain the best
value and keep your rent down by
using an outside Architect and bid
your TIs competitively with qualified,
outside GCs.
When ITRA MacLaurin Williams is
your Tenant Representative, we persuade competing Landlords to pay for
an outside Architect to prepare Space/
Pricing Plans, instead of using the
Landlord’s Architect. We also help to
select two to four outside GCs to bid
on your project.
A Tenant we know recently got
forced into using a Landlord’s Architect
and Engineers to plan its TIs and got
charged $4.91/RSF. By comparison, an
outside Architect we know quoted the
same job at $1.60/RSF.... 67% less.
A Landlord’s Project Manager bid
out a Tenant’s Pricing Plan with two
buddy-GCs and the lowest bid was
$43.63/RSF. We fought hard and
brought in a third GC at $35.04/
RSF…. 20% less.
Keep your TI costs and rent down by
calling William Gary at 303-294-0277.
He’ll watch over your TI costs like a
hawk.
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Peeling the Big Apple

The Submarkets of New York City

W

By Andrew Stein & Bert Rosenblatt, Principals
ITRA / Vicus Partners, LLC
New York City, New York, United States

hen you walk in New York City, you quickly realize that each neighborhood has a different vibe, style, and architecture. This is the beauty
of Manhattan. Go ten blocks, and suddenly it’s a new experience.

The same is true with office space.
When you decide to open an office in
NYC, the first thing you need to do is
understand that your NYC might not
have anything to do with someone else’s
NYC. If you are a premier hedge fund in
London and you want to dip a toe into
the Manhattan water, you’ll probably end
up in the Plaza District paying somewhere
between $80 — $200/SF. On the other
hand, if you’re a hot tech company coming out of Palo Alto and want to be part
of the up-and-coming tech scene in NYC,
you probably should avoid the Plaza
District and those steep rents.
So, when tasked with opening an office
in Manhattan, the thing to realize is that
the Big Apple is really many apples, and
the most important apple is clearly the
one that makes sense for you. So, we’ll
give an overview of the key submarkets of
Manhattan from an office leasing perspective as well as insights for each:
• Plaza District: This is the area directly south of Central Park, from 3rd to
7th Avenue. This submarket features the
crown jewel of the Plaza District, 9 West
57th Street, as well as the General Motors

building. These are usually the two most
expensive buildings in New York City. The
views of Central Park are spectacular. The
firms that occupy them trend toward financial services, hedge funds, and large corporate headquarters, and rents are not for the
faint of heart. Park Avenue between 45th
and 57th is known as Hedge Fund Alley,
with iconic structures like the Seagram’s
Building, Lever House, and 450 Park among
the places you’re likely to bump into this
year’s Masters of the Universe.
• Wall Street: The downtown end of
Manhattan is the polar opposite of the
Plaza District. Believe it or not, if you’re
looking for the lowest rents in Manhattan,
you’ll find them downtown. Wall Street,
often defined as south of Fulton Street,
runs from the East River to the Hudson
River and is home to many law firms, trading companies, and non-profit organizations. This is where one can find suitable
office space, often with good water views
for $25 — $50/SF or about half the cost of
comparable space in mid-town Manhattan.
A big plus for the downtown market is
transportation. Nearly every subway line
Continued on page 5
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21st Century Migration

‘Go West,Young Man’—Trends in the World’s Top Market
By Ronald R. Pollina, Ph.D., President
ITRA / Pollina Corporate Real Estate, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois, United States
The Pollina Corporate Top 10 Pro-Business Study, considered the most comprehensive, unbiased,
and unvarnished report by the economic development industry, is the “Gold Standard” for evaluating job creation. It ranks states on pro-business policies based on 32 factors controlled by state
government, including taxes, human resources, education, right-to-work legislation, energy costs,
infrastructure spending, workers compensation laws, economic incentive programs, and state
economic development efforts. The study, authored by the Chairman Emeritus of ITRA, identified fascinating trends in the American economic landscape as illustrated by the top 10 probusiness states for 2011 in the United States: 1) Virginia 2) Utah 3) North Dakota 4) Wyoming
5) Nebraska 6) Kansas 7) South Dakota 8) Missouri 9) South Carolina, and 10) Indiana.

A

dramatic trend is now occurring in America with the Western
states of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, and Wyoming experiencing some of the fastest growth in the
country while California, which had led the West in population growth, has
slowed considerably. The West, with nearly 72 million people, is now second
to the South, with nearly 115 million people, according to 2010 figures.
It appears that many Americans
and immigrants alike see the future
of American prosperity in the West,
shifting the geographic center of U.S.
population westward in 2010.
This population shift affects the
nation’s politics and even the traditional notion of the country’s heartland—the symbol of mainstream
American beliefs and culture. The
West is America’s new heartland, and
it is increasingly a dominant region
of population growth and political
influence.
Employers and people go where
the opportunities for success are
greatest and leave less desirable areas
of the country. As this year’s Pollina
Corporate Top 10 study shows, the
only state in the North that showed
any promise for employers and jobs,
Indiana, ranked #10. The remaining
Northern states field positions among
the bottom 25 pro-business states.

New Pro-Business Region
The West is not only a leader in population growth but has also become the probusiness leader, thus showing the greatest potential for job growth. Between
2005 and 2008, the South dominated the
Pollina Corporate Top 10 Pro-Business
States annual study maintaining six states
in the Top 10. In 2009, the South began
to slip while the West began a rapid
rise. For 2011, only two Southern states,
Virginia, #1 and South Carolina #9, made it
into the Top 10 ranks.
The West is a multi-faceted region.
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On the east are the Plains states with
the greatest potential for long-term continued growth. The Desert states in the
Southwest, while experiencing considerable growth recently, will be limited by
access to water unless this problem can
be solved. The Pacific states of California,
Oregon, and Washington certainly experienced the greatest economic growth
in the West during the last century. But
their future, it would appear, will be less
stellar. They, like the Northern states,
suffer from a sense of entitlement and
overconfidence with a healthy serving
of political complacency when it comes
to economic development. Unfortunately,

California ranked #50 in our Top 10 ProBusiness report for the eighth year in a
row. Oregon dropped from #13 in 2009
to #32 this year, and Washington dropped
from #19 to #28.

Future Economic Growth
With the exception of Michigan, all U.S.
states gained some population between
2000 and 2010, but the fastest rates of
population gains in the U.S. are now
occurring in the West and South.The West
grew 13.8 percent and the South 14.3
percent, while the Northeast grew 3.2
percent and the Midwest 3.9 percent.
Perhaps the shift in the demographic and pro-business center of gravity
for the nation to the West will be the
nation’s salvation, siphoning political
power from the weakening Northeast
and Midwest. States in both of these
regions, with the exception of Indiana,
continue to wallow in endless political rhetoric, and little strategic planning for job creation and economic
advancement.
Based on the poor job and economic
development performance of the North
and increasingly from the South, as our
study illustrates, the growth of the West
will be essential to the nation’s economic future; however, we should not
discount or underestimate the South.
While this region may have fewer Top
10 states, they still have some very
strong contenders and potential.
Virginia at #1 is the keystone for
the South, and it is the unquestionably brightest star on the American flag
when it comes to being pro-business.This
state has the greatest lead over the #2
ranked Utah that any state has ever had
in the eight years of this study. Virginia is
the state others should emulate when it
comes to economic development as they
look past the recession and try to expand
job growth and prosperity in all sectors of
their economy.
Companies worldwide should also
consider the changing economic development trends in the United States as
they evaluate their expansion and relocation strategies in the largest economy of
the world.
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Select
ITRA Global
Transactions
· ITRA / Cooke, Swaney & Cooke
represented NW Sign Industries, Inc.
for a 92,500 square foot industrial
lease in Dallas, Texas.
· ITRA / New York Realty Group represented Junior Achievement of New
York for a 6,841 square foot office
lease in New York City, New York.
· ITRA / Kingsbridge Realty Advisors
represented Boomerang Systems, Inc.
for a 7,500 square feet office lease in
Florham Park, New Jersey.
· ITRA / Nidea Realties Corporation
Limited, Brokerage represented
Gamma-Dynacare Medical Laboratories
for a 20,000 square foot office/lab
lease in Winnipeg, Canada.
· ITRA / Cherry & Associates
represented Cisco Systems, Inc. for
a 12,300 square foot office lease in
Franklin, Tennessee.
· ITRA / Vicus Partners, LLC represented Henri Stern Watch Agency Inc.
(Patek Philippe) in a 38,000 square
foot office lease in New York City,
New York.
· ITRA / Customized Real Estate
Services represented Swift Worldwide
Resources in a 14,000 square foot
office lease in Houston, Texas.
· ITRA / Carrie S. Holstead
Real Estate Consultants, Inc.
represented The HDH Group in a
20,000 square foot office lease in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
· ITRA / Cherry & Associates
represented Viacom, Inc. for a
23,300 square foot office lease in
Franklin, Tennessee.
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The
Advantage

Services

Office, Industrial
and Retail Facilities
• Regional, National,
International Headquarters
• Research & Development
• Life Sciences
• Warehouse / Distribution
• Manufacturing

Real Estate
Market Analysis
• Acquisitions
• Dispositions
• Lease Renewals

Negotiations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposals
Leases
Dispositions
Acquisition Contracts
State & Local Incentives
Sale / Leasebacks
Work Letters
Operating Expense
& Tax Audits
• Architectural / Engineering
Contracts
• Developer Agreements

State & Local
Incentive Negotiations
• Statutory and
Negotiated Incentives
• Cash Grants
• Infrastructure
• Tax Credits and Abatements
• Workforce Grants and Training
• Subsidized Land and
Building Costs

Strategic Planning
•
•
•
•

Model Development
Acquisition/Consolidation Analysis
Policies & Procedures Manuals
Space Planning

Location Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labor Market Analysis
Transportation Costs
Utility Costs & Availability
Quality of Life
Taxation
Market Accessibility

Financial Analysis
•
•
•
•

Buy vs. Lease
Build-to-Suit
Equity Participation
Sale / Leasebacks

Surplus Property Analysis
• Marketability
• Highest & Best Use
• Disposition Strategies

Project Management
• Needs Assessment
• Project Budget Management
• Selection and Oversight of
Design Team Contractors
and Vendors
• Move Coordination

Lease Management
• Lease Abstracting
• Financial Reports
• Tax & Operating Expenses
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ITRA Global Expands its Worldwide Network

T

wo new members with offices
in major international markets—
Houston, Texas, and Indianapolis,
Indiana—have been selected as affiliates
of ITRA Global, an organization comprised of leading real estate professionals
devoted to representing corporate tenants and occupiers of commercial real
estate worldwide. The new affiliates are:
• ITRA / Customized Real Estate
Services Inc. was founded in Houston
in 2001 by Connie Rankin after nearly
20 years of experience as an Executive
Senior Manager with PM Realty Group,
the largest third-party management company in the nation. Over the past 10
years, Customized Real Estate Services
has accomplished its mission to provide
a broad spectrum of diverse experience
in commercial real estate—adding value
while having a positive impact on the
environment.
In 2011, the company formed a division called LEAD 2 GREEN specializing
in green real estate services after the firm
became the first certified woman-owned
company in commercial real estate to
earn the LEED® professional accreditation designation in 2008. Customized

Submarkets of New York City
runs through this area, proximity to
Brooklyn is fantastic, commuter buses
from the outer boroughs and New Jersey
stop there, and the new transit hub to
the Freedom Tower will be spectacular
when it comes on-line.
• Union Square: When General
Assembly opened its doors at 902
Broadway, it was like sticking a flag in
the earth and declaring Union Square
as the tech epicenter of New York City.
Tech companies large and small flock
to Union Square. Firms here are young,
hip, and smart. Union Square also boasts
the lowest vacancy rate in Manhattan.
Rents can be south of $30/SF in older
and smaller side street buildings. But if
you’re in better buildings on Broadway
or Park Avenue South, expect to pay
closer to $40-$50 or more. Office space
that you will find there will be converted
lofts and older, converted manufacturing
facilities. Restaurants here rock—with
“beautiful” people everywhere.
• Grand Central: If you live in
Westchester County or Connecticut, you
travel by Metro North and land in Grand
Central Station.Wouldn’t it be nice if your
office were a short walk from the train?
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Real Estate Services with LEAD 2 GREEN
now works with clients in the oil and
gas industry, non-profits, small and large
companies, and with local government.
The company uses its extensive commercial real estate experience and LEED
knowledge to help companies locate
the best facilities, and educate them on
the benefits of environmentally friendly
buildings.
Resultantly, the company has
earned the reputation of “The Tenant’s
Best Advocate” with such firms as
Shell Oil, City of Houston, and the
Women’s Business Enterprise Alliance.
Visit Customized Real Estate Services
at www.cresrealestate.com, or contact
Connie Rankin at +281.931.7775 or
crankin@itraglobal.com.
• ITRA / CARMEN Commercial Real
Estate Services, founded in 1993 in
Indianapolis by Christopher Carmen, has
distinguished itself as an industry leader
in the exclusive representation of office
and industrial tenants and buyers, fulfilling the real estate needs of more than
400 client businesses.
CARMEN navigates the ever-changing
real estate market to deliver solutions

that accomplish each client’s unique
goals, maximize corporate productivity,
and minimize costs and risk. Through
its vast experience, market knowledge,
and in-depth resources, CARMEN advises
its clients throughout the life of a lease
or long after a purchase is complete to
assist them in making informed decisions that will save their companies
time and money. By establishing solid,
enduring relationships with clients, the
company contradicts the “transaction
mentality” occasionally associated with
segments of the commercial brokerage
industry.
Moreover, CARMEN has also partnered with some of the most highly
regarded and successful service providers in the fields of interior design, construction, relocation management, and
economic development incentive procurement to fully implement strategies
that reduce occupancy costs, improve
space efficiency, and maximize employee productivity.
Visit CARMEN Commercial Real Estate
Services at www.carmenrealestate.com or
contact Chris Carmen at +317.848.0900,
ext. 705 or ccarmen@itraglobal.com.

Continued from page 1

This is why so many firms have set up
shop between 40th Street and 45th Street
and Third Avenue to Fifth Avenue. The
buildings in and around Grand Central
vary from trophy buildings to side street
hovels and everything in between. There
are several buildings that have direct
access by tunnel to Grand Central. This
means you don’t get wet or cold going
from train to desk. Commuters enjoy
the Lincoln Building, The Chain Building,
317 Madison, 230 Park, and the Graybar.
These are solid Class “A” buildings well
absorbed by smaller companies. The
Chrysler Building and 450 Lexington are
among the nicer and more expensive
buildings in the area. The higher floors
at 200 Park, right above Grand Central,
feature incredible views of the rivers, the
Statue of Liberty, and Central Park.
• Penn Plaza/Times Square: If you live
in New Jersey or Long Island and come
into Penn Station or Port Authority, there
are several Class “A” buildings near both
transportation hubs. Without question,
1 Penn Plaza and the new New York
Times building are best in class. Rents
will range from $50 to $100/SF. This area
was the original “Garment Center” in

NYC, and other than a handful of Class
“A” buildings, these “B” and “C” buildings
are home to many fashion companies,
manufacturing firms, non-profits, and a
variety of retailers.
• Hudson Square: This area, on the
West Side of Manhattan above Tribeca,
has emerged as an extremely hip area.
Running from Canal up to Houston is
an area that once was home to printers who needed big, cheap industrial
spaces. But with the gentrification of
New York, printers are now nearly extinct
in this area and have been replaced
by media and high fashion companies.
Characteristics of this building stock
are high ceilings, large windows, and a
cool industrial feel, and typical prices
are $35-$45/SF. You’ll find some of the
hippest clubs and restaurants in the city
located here. New York City provides an
exhilarating business environment not
found elsewhere in America and offers
a spectrum of exceptional office space
choices. Therefore, it is critical to take
your time to explore the varied office
space options in NYC so you take the
right bite of the Big Apple.
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Global Coverage
NORTH AMERICA
Asheville
Atlanta
Austin
Boston
Chicago
Colorado Springs
Dallas
Denver/Boulder
Detroit
Fairfield County
Ft. Lauderdale
Houston
Indianapolis
Long Island
Los Angeles
Nashville
New Jersey (Northern)
New York City
(Downtown)
New York City (Midtown)
Norfolk
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
San Francisco/Silicon
Valley
Toronto

Tucson
W. Palm Beach/Boca Raton
Washington, D.C.
Westchester County, NY
LATIN AMERICA
Bogota
Buenos Aires
Caracas
Cordoba
Curitiba
Lima
Mexico City
Monterrey
Panama
San Jose
Santiago
Santo Domingo
Sao Paulo
EUROPE
Berlin
Frankfurt
Göteborg
Hamburg
Helsinki
Katowice
London
Malmö

Milan
Munich
Oslo
Paris
Riga
Stockholm
Stuttgart
Tallinn
Vilnius

North America

Latin America
Europe

ASIA
Bangalore
Beijing
Chengdu
Delhi
Hagatna (Guam)
Hangzhou
Hong Kong
Pune
Shanghai
Suzhou
Tokyo
Wuxi
AUSTRALIA
Brisbane
Melbourne
Sydney
Australia
Asia
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www.MacLW.com
ITRA Global provides corporate real
estate services for tenants and buyers
throughout the world.
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